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Background
Eating Recovery Center is an international center for eating disorders
recovery providing comprehensive treatment for anorexia, bulimia,
binge eating disorder, and other unspecified eating disorders. They offer
healing and hope for a lasting recovery to individuals and families suffering
from an eating disorder. Utilizing a full continuum of care, Eating Recovery
Center provides expert behavioral health and medical treatment in
an environment of compassion, competence, collaboration, and integrity.

Goals
Eating Recovery Center is very passionate about their mission to offer
healing and hope for a lasting recovery while making sure that they
are doing the best they can to help their clientele. For many of their clients,
the website is the first point of contact with the brand.

Challenges
The existing site had several challenges that ERC was looking to overcome
to make it a cleaner and less stressful approach to finding help. For many of
their clients, the website is the first point of contact with the brand.
The new site had to speak to the wide variety of people that were visiting
with unique interests and goals. ERC wanted to make their site a more
helpful resource by giving their clients better insight into the process
that they handle every day.

Solution
The Eating Recovery Center wanted to make its website as easy to use
and stress-free for visitors as possible. iMedia worked together with Eating
Recovery Center’s team to visualize and develop the best user experience
possible in the industry.
The iMedia team redesigned the site in a way that the website now has
customized content for various groups of users, leading to a more efficient
way to navigate through the site based on each persona’s needs and
interests. This was implemented by customizing the experience for the
personas (patients, families, professionals) via unique content that was
important to each.
Next, the iMedia team identified what best practices needed to be built
and what was available utilizing Kentico’s capabilities. The iMedia team
determined that the ERC would best benefit by using custom web parts
and Kentico default Widgets with styling changes, just to name a few.
Additionally, the team built the Kentico Templates with a folder structure
in both the Content Tree and Media Libraries, and created forms. Kentico’s

user restrictions allowed iMedia to build workflows in Kentico to give
various levels of access to the ERC team depending on their job level.
As a company within the Healthcare space, there are many security
requirements the ERC needed iMedia to follow. One of the bigger projects
was to integrate with Salesforce to build out special forums for the ERC
team.

Results
Since launching in early January 2017, ERC has already seen a positive
improvement in their site traffic. Users can quickly navigate through the site
to find the necessary information to seek help. The stats below depict
the changes between three months before launch and three months post
launch:
• page views have increased by 42%
• mobile sessions increased by 44%
• overall Bounce rate decreased by 5%
• 29% increase in returning visitors
• 6.38% increase in contributed social conversions

Key Criteria for Choosing Kentico
•
•
•
•
•

easy to use/figure out
affordable price
customization capabilities
user restrictions—able to add workflows based on the level of
employment
ability to upgrade as versions come out to lessen the risk of becoming
out of date

•

future possibilities with adding EMS

iMedia
iMedia provides cutting-edge, customized websites and mobile experiences
using innovative digital strategies and techniques. These services, coupled
with our expertise in IT solutions and digital marketing, help companies
communicate more efficiently and maximize productivity and profitability.
iMedia works with clients in multiple verticals including manufacturing,
professional services, software, education, the performing arts, medical /
pharmaceutical, retail, and in the non-profit sector.
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